Spectral energy distributions
The broadband average spectral energy distributions (SEDs) for Epochs 1 and 2 are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 . In the optical, we plot dereddened fluxes for both epochs, as well as the full range in fluxes resulting from source variability. The reddening toward the source remains controversial. In a recent measurement based upon highly polarised field stars surrounding V404 Cygni, the extinction has been constrained to be 3.0 < AV (mag) < 3.6, or a mean value of AV=3.3 mag 1 . This is lower than the previous measurement by Casares et al. 2 of AV=4.0 mag, although it is formally consistent within an assigned uncertainty of 10%. Part of the uncertainty results from ambiguity in the exact donor star spectral type (discussed below). Another recent estimate is AV=3.82±0.36 mag, based upon the equivalent width of a diffuse interstellar band feature 3 . Given this spread of values, we use an intermediate Av=3.5 mag to deredden the observed ULTRACAM fluxes, together with a standard Galactic reddening law 4 . The optical fluxes rises towards redder filters, as is characteristic of optically--thin synchrotron emission. However, the propagated uncertainty from the above quoted measurements is ΔAv=0.6 mag. All uncertainties in this manuscript are quoted at 68% confidence (1 std. dev.) unless otherwise stated. Such a large systematic extinction uncertainty precludes definitive statements about the absolute values of the spectral slopes in the optical/ultraviolet range. In addition, we suggest that caution must be employed when claiming broadband spectral breaks in the optical/ultraviolet without other corroborating evidence. On the other hand, the fact that the sub--second flaring is significantly redder than the slow fluctuations that dominate the overall SED is unambiguous 5 . Our focus here is timing analysis and we defer to ref. 6 for the spectral analysis of the NuSTAR data. For the broadband SEDs presented in Supplementary Fig. 1 , we carried out simple parametric fits to the observed data with an absorbed powerlaw and reflection component, including a blurred Fe line. For clarity, only the FPMA data are plotted. The difference between the two epochs is striking, with a much harder spectrum in Epoch 2 and a jump in observed flux by a factor of 15. No absorption correction is performed since the source spectra are highly complex 6, 7 . In all panels, the lower grey and upper red sets of SEDs correspond to Epochs 1 and 2 (pre--and post--transition), respectively. Two black curves enveloping the optical data represent the maximal variability over the duration of the observation. The X--ray spectra are modelled using phenomenological power--law, reflection and fluorescence components, simply meant to accurately represent the observed flux. Uncertainties denote 1 mean std. error on each bin.
Fourier domain coherence and lags Supplementary Fig. 2 shows the frequency domain correlations, in terms of the optical/X--ray coherence, phase lags and time lags. The coherence and the lags represent the relative magnitude and the phase angle of the complex--valued cross spectrum, respectively. These are computed according to a canonical recipe 8 over independent light curve segments, which are then averaged. As a balance between the need for several segments and the relatively short light curve duration, here we used 8 segments containing 8192 bins (~294 s in duration each). As recommended 8 , the coherence and lags can be usefully computed in the cases where the power spectral densities and coherence values are significantly above the expected noise threshold at any given Fourier frequency, and we use a threshold of 3 times greater than the noise here. For a more detailed description, we refer the reader a similar optical/X--ray analysis on GX 339--4 presented in ref. 9 , and also note that a generalisation of the algorithm will soon be presented by Vincentelli et al. (in prep.).
Tests on short light curve segments showed the presence of non--stationary behaviour in the cross--correlations, but there are two sets of signals with significant coherence that stand out across the full data set. Firstly, the coherence peaks at low Fourier frequencies at and below 0.01 Hz, corresponding to the 'slow variations' reported in ref. 5 . The optical in this case shows long (but variable) lags with respect to X--rays, ranging over tens of seconds 10 . The broadband optical colours of these slow variations are distinct from the fast flaring under consideration here, pointing to a distinct origin. The other correlated signal appears at high Fourier frequencies during Epoch 2. At 0.5-1 Hz, the coherence is significantly above the noise threshold, and the corresponding optical lags for these fluctuations are close to +0.1 s. At ≈1.5 Hz, the time lag is most significant, τ1.5Hz=0.131±0.028 s, consistent with the weighted DCF lag that we focus on in the main text (Fig. 1) . Any corresponding lag in Epoch 1 is associated with significantly weaker inter--band coherence, consistent with the absence of any clear signal in the time--domain DCF (Fig. 1) . Finally, we note that the optical never clearly leads the X--rays, i.e. there are no significant negative phase lags, arguing against physical processes such as synchrotron self--Compton with optical photons seeding (and thus leading) X--ray emission. 
Null hypothesis simulations for presence of a correlation
We tested the probability of a false correlation by using simulations of uncorrelated light curves. For this purpose, we generated an ensemble of 10 4 stochastic optical light curves, each time randomising the phases of the observed ULTRACAM Epoch 2 light curve. Each randomisation produced a light curve that preserved the variability characteristics of the data (i.e. the power spectrum of the simulated light curve is identical to that of the observed ULTRACAM data), but with arbitrary variations as a function of time. When correlated with the observed NuSTAR light curve, no correlation is expected for this ensemble, and the fraction of simulations that result in a DCF exceeding that seen in the data yields the null hypothesis probability. The result is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3 .
We first ask what the null hypothesis probability is for the presence of any sub--second cross--correlation between the bands, without restricting ourselves to any particular lag value. Over the full computed DCF range of --1 to +1 s, 93 simulated DCFs exceed the absolute peak value of the observed DCF, i.e. a null hypothesis probability (percentage) of 0.93 % for a lag arising by chance. Randomising the high frequency phases alone (i.e. preserving the low frequency long lags in the simulated light curves makes little difference to the results. A more restricted question is to ask about the significance of the identified weighted lag feature at τ=+0.13 s. Only 2 of the 10 4 simulated DCFs lie above the Epoch 2 DCF in the corresponding lag bin. However, the feature has a finite width, and taking into account the uncertainty Δτ=0.04 s, adjacent bins need to be included, resulting in a corresponding null hypothesis probability of 0.16 %. The correlation in shorter sub--segments of data As a final check, we simply split both epochs 1 and 2 into two equal halves, and show the result in Supplementary Fig. 4 . While the lag is clearly preserved in both independent halves of Epoch 2, there is no (or only a very weak lag) in Epoch 1. For Epoch 2, the weighted mean optical lag with respect to X--rays is τ=+0.09±0.04 s and τ=+0.15±0.05 s, for the first and second halves, respectively. These are consistent (at 2 std. dev.) with the mean weighted lag for the full Epoch 2 quoted in the main text of the paper. The only putative significant lag in Epoch 1 is a weak anti--correlation during the first half. We note the mean weighted (anti--correlation) lag in this case to be τ=--0.05±0.08 s, which is not significant. 
Supplementary

Power spectra
The optical and X--ray power spectral densities (PSDs) for Epochs 1 and 2 are displayed in Supplementary Fig. 5 . These are plotted in frequency x power (νP ν ) units with standard rms 2 normalisation 11, 12 . For the NuSTAR data, these are actually cospectra between the two focal plane modules or FPMs. The cospectrum is the real component of the cross spectrum between the two X--ray detectors 13 , employed as a means to cancel dead time distortions to the PSDs. Both the optical and X--ray PSDs were computed using light curve segments of duration 512 s, and we restrict analysis for both energies to the Nyquist frequency of the optical of ≈13.5 Hz after mild frequency binning. For further details on the procedure, see ref. 13 for details on NuSTAR PSD extraction, and ref. 5 for details on the optical PSDs of V404 Cygni. The X--ray PSDs show a higher normalisation in both epochs than the optical, reflecting the stronger X--ray variance. Integrating the r.m.s 2 -normalised PSDs over any given Fourier frequency range should yield the fractional variance over that range, whose square--root then returns the fractional r.m.s. Numerically integrating the PSDs gives optical fractional r.m.s values of 0.02-0.06 and higher corresponding X--ray fractional r.m.s values of 0.12-0.13. In the case of the X--ray light curves, these values are likely to be lower limits to the true X--ray fractional r.m.s levels due to dead time. This effect has been extensively studied using realistic high count rate simulations, using the results of which (cf. Eq. 5 from ref. 13) we estimate the true X--ray fractional r.m.s levels to be 0.3-0.5. Epoch 2 has the higher normalisation, reflecting the increase in multiwavelength fluctuation strengths as compared to Epoch 1. The optical PSDs rise steeply toward low Fourier frequency since the optical r.m.s is dominated by smooth slow variations. We characterised the PSDs with a simple powerlaw model (P ν ∝ν --α ) and added a constant white noise level at high frequencies. Both epochs are fitted well with a steep slope α ≈ 2.1 at the low frequency end. At high frequencies, there is excess power apparent around 1 Hz that is especially strong in Epoch 2, that can be characterised by a zero--centred Lorentzian 11 . The X--ray PSDs have a shallower decline with increasing frequency in both cases, with α ≈ 1.6 over most of the frequency range. Again, Epoch 2 displays a higher power than Epoch 1, especially at low frequencies (which show a break in the X--rays), corresponding to the broad and slow variations that we observe. We note that the above fits are only meant as approximate characterisations of the broad PSD profiles to see how they compare between the epochs and between the energy bands. However, these power spectra are much steeper (dominated by long timescale fluctuations) as compared to those seen in other GX 339-4 in the typical hard state 8 . In that case, Malzac 14 used the assumption that the power spectrum of energy injection events in the jet matches the observed X--ray flicker noise PSD to show that optical time lags of order 0.1 s can be naturally obtained. With the present PSDs of V404 Cygni dominated instead by much longer timescale fluctuations, this assumption would also result in much longer time lags, inconsistent with the data. This either rules out the above assumption for internal shock models, or suggests that some process may be suppressing the high frequency flicker noise from being directly observed. It may also be related to the fact that our observations were carried out very soon after transition, when the source had probably not yet entered a 'canonical' hard state. In fact, on the following day of June 26, both the optical and the X--ray PSDs were significantly flatter with a large rise in the strength of high frequency optical 5 and X--ray variations 15 . Summary of known source parameters and related inferences V404 Cygni is known to have a mass function of 6.08 M☉ and an orbital period of 6.47 days 16 . Its distance has been measured based upon radio parallax measurements to be 2.39 kpc 17 . The donor spectral type remains somewhat ambiguous, ranging between K0 and K3 [18] [19] [20] . Combined with uncertain corrections for accretion disc contamination, the present ranges on the inclination and compact object mass are 56-67 deg and MBH=8-12 M☉, respectively 21 . Assuming a jet bulk speed of β (relative to c), and an inclination angle i, the time delay τ between X--ray emission from close to the black hole and subsequent optical synchrotron emission from an elevation d along the jet is given by τ=d/βc × [1--βcos(i)]. Compact jet speeds are thought to be characterised by β values of around 0.9 22 . For V404 Cygni, Tetarenko et al. 23 measure typically lower values β≲0.65, but note that brighter ejecta tend to show faster speeds. Another important caveat is that their measurements refer to discrete ejecta, with the underlying compact jet (of more relevance here) remaining unconstrained. In any case, with β constrained to be less than 1, our measurement of τ provides an upper limit to the elevation d of the optical jet base, modulo a correction factor due to the inclination angle dependent bracket term. For the range of i quoted above (i.e. assuming the jet axis is similarly inclined to the disc axis), this correction is of order unity. There is no evidence at present for the jet to be angled much closer to the line--of--sight. 23 Assuming β~0.5, τ=0.1 s corresponds to an elevation d=700-800 RS. If speeds associated with the compact jet are higher, β~0.9 (for instance), this value is only boosted by a factor of 2. On the other hand, accounting for non--zero acceleration of the plasma between the launch point and the dissipation zone is expected to decrease d further. In summary, our estimates provide robust upper limits to the elevation of optical jet emission zone, to within correction factors of order unity. We finally note the presence of a significant disc wind that has been observed in V404 Cygni 24, 25 . Detailed analysis of the cold (optically--emitting) phase of this wind places its formation region at the outer accretion disc, which has an extent of 10 12 cm. The minimum size scale of the wind launching zone is of order light--seconds 25 . These sizes are longer than the characteristic timescales associated with the sub--second flaring, arguing against reprocessing in this wind for their origin. It is worth noting that the bluer colour and the longer timescales associated with the slower variations may be compatible with an outer disc or wind reprocessing scenario, though a non--thermal origin is also plausible at present 5 .
Comparison to other sources with fast timing data
The optical/X--ray timing correlations for V404 Cygni are different in several respects from those seen in other low mass X--ray binaries (LMXBs) in outburst, including XTE J1118+480 26 , GX 339--4 9 and Swift J1753.5--0127 27 . In all these cases, a correlation between the light curves on timescales of 0.1--10 s was identified and associated with either a compact jet or an inner hot flow. These sources also showed an optical vs. X--ray anti--correlation on characteristic times of ≲10 s, associated with sharing of accretion energy between various components, though there is much diversity even amongst these sources [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Data on other black hole binaries 33 is currently too insensitive to probe the fast correlation features in question here. Swift J1753.5--0127 can be well explained by synchrotron self--Compton in a hot flow 31 . Consistent with this, the source is known to be radio--quiet with no strong requirement for a jet contributing much to the optical regime 27 . Thus, we do not consider it further in the context of the discussion below. In any case, we can rule out a synchrotron self Compton model where the optical photons seed Comptonisation, because in such a case, we would expect the optical to precede the X--rays, and the two bands to be anti--correlated. We do not observe either of these effects in V404 Cygni. GX 339--4 is closest matched to what we see in V404 Cygni. A fast optical delay component was observed in GX 339--4 at a similar timescale of +0.1 s 9,32 and associated with the base of the optically--emitting jet at a few 10 3 Schwarzschild radii from the black hole. Consistent with this, similar infrared lags have been found supporting an inner jet origin 22, 34 , and the detection of a broadband synchrotron spectral break has also provided an estimate of the average size of the optical emission zone in the jet to be 0.1 light--seconds 35 . The overall optical variability of V404 Cygni, however, is dominated by the long timescale, slow variations. This is seen from the slow time lags peaking at timescales of order 10 s ( Supplementary Fig. 2, ref. 10 ), as well as the fact that the optical variability power spectra of V404 Cygni are much steeper 5, 36, 37 than GX 339--4 and other sources 38 . The reasons for this difference are unclear, but V404 Cygni stands out in terms of its long orbital period (6.5 days 16 ; as compared to 1.7 days for GX 339--4 39 ) and hence larger disc and/or extended corona, which plausibly implies longer variability timescales. In this sense, the source has several similarities 36 to the variations seen in the even longer (33--day) period system GRS 1915+105. The two other LMXBs referred to above (XTE J1118+480 and Swift J1753.5--0127) both have shorter orbital periods. This could explain the dominance of the longer variations in V404 Cygni. With regard to the comparison with XTE J1118+480 -this source shows a continuum of optical time lags extending from 10 ms to several seconds 40 , with no strong preference for any one single time lag. XTE J1118+480 was observed during outburst decline with falling optical, infrared and X--ray emission. This behaviour may be similar to the time lags that we observe in V404 Cygni during Epoch 1, before the compact jet began to strengthen. In fact, Malzac et al. 40 found an optical time lag decreasing with Fourier frequency (ν) as ν --0.8 for XTE J1118+480, while for Epoch 1, we find a dependence of ν --0.9 ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ), although we note that the weak interband coherence above 0.1 Hz prevents us from drawing any firm conclusions in this regard. The peak of the optical vs. X--ray coherence in V404 Cygni is shifted to lower Fourier frequency (longer timescales), presumably again a consequence of the long period noted above. But otherwise, this comparison makes a clear prediction that a +0.1 s lag could also be found in XTE J1118+480 at a different stage during outburst, when the optical jet emission was rising rather than declining. This can be tested during future outbursts. Finally, we note that V404 Cygni is known to show significant multiwavelength flickering even in quiescence [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] , but the observed variations in this case range from seconds to days, i.e. orders of magnitude longer timescales than under consideration here. Such variability has not been observed in GX 339--4, which could simply be a reflection of the fact that V404 Cygni is relatively bright and well studied (e.g. the source quiescent mags are g'=19.8 and i'=16.6 41 as compared r=20.1 for GX 339--4 46 ). The origin of this variability remains to be understood but may be related to residual accretion and ejection of clumps within a geometrically--thick optically--thin accretion flow in between accretion disc buildup episodes 42, 47 .
